The *International Communication Association* (ICA) is an academic association for scholars interested in the study, teaching, and application of all aspects of human and mediated communication. ICA began more than 50 years ago as a small association of US researchers and is now a truly international association, with more than 4,500 members in 80 countries. Since 2003, ICA has been officially associated with the United Nations as a non-governmental association. The ICA has partnered with Wiley Blackwell to publish the 12-volume *International Encyclopedia of Communication* (Donsbach 2008, www.communicationencyclopedia.com).
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This *Concise Encyclopedia of Communication* presents an authoritative and up-to-date account of the evidence in the dynamic and interdisciplinary field of communication, written by the best scholars in the field and developed from the highly praised twelve-volume *International Encyclopedia of Communication*, first published in 2008.

**Wikipedia or Communipedia? The Value of Authority**

Even in academic circles one can often hear the argument that the time of encyclopedias is over. Wikipedia and the search results of Google or Yahoo have it all anyway – and they draw from different sources, thus operating in a more pluralistic way. Indeed, Wikipedia and search engines are exciting steps forward in the documentation and sometimes even the creation of our knowledge about the world. One can look up almost everything on the Internet, and many scholars, including myself, use these tools many times a day, e.g. for learning the meaning of a foreign term, the lifecourse of an important figure, or even the basic content of an unfamiliar theory. On the web things look pretty much alike, often fancy, and presumably 'authoritative'. There is no visual and haptic authority against which they can be judged as there was in the pre-digital world. The print version of *Encyclopedia Britannica*, now itself history, did convey such an aura of the ultimate and best knowledge about everything. But with websites it is often difficult to distinguish the pros from the amateurs, the experts from the activists, or the neutral sources from PR.

This often difficult distinction of sources according to their credibility is of particular relevance when it comes to scientific work. Students who write a thesis on a subject, scholars who want to explore the evidence in a field that is not their own specialty, or the general public looking for practical advice: they all need ascertained evidence, evidence that is the best possible in the respective field, evidence that is not biased by a lack of competence, ideology, or economic interests. In short, they need the evidence that the most knowledgeable people in this area can come up with.

From a systemic point of view it is the core function of science to supply to society this best possible, ‘approved’ knowledge about an area; in the words of the late German sociologist Niklas Luhmann to apply the code “true/false” to assertions about reality. These assessments enable other subsystems of society to make rational decisions. Looked at from the individual’s point of view, scientific knowledge feeds our psychological...
control motivation: we want to understand things, explain what has happened and – even more important in practical life – know what will happen when we do certain things, make decisions, be it investments or allowing our children to use certain media. Scientific evidence can supply this knowledge, and this is why social systems have always supported professions who supply this knowledge – in earlier times based on narratives that shamans and priests provided, since the Enlightenment predominantly based on systematic evidence as proposed by great scholars like Francis Bacon in the sixteenth and seventeenth century and Auguste Comte in the nineteenth.

Of course, it may happen that what is "true" today can be "wrong" tomorrow. And on many topics there is no such approved, unanimously agreed-upon, evidence but only a provisional consensus, and sometimes not even that, but only a body of hotly debated evidence. But even the documentation of doubts and controversies represents scientific evidence. When scholars agree to disagree, be it on the role of man in climate change or on the effects of violent computer games – as they do in both cases – then at least we can say what we can about the phenomena to the best of our knowledge as of today. Knowledge needs the authority of the best experts in order to give orientation. And this is why an encyclopedia in an academic field like communication still makes sense. We sometimes call the different publications in this overall ICA/Wiley Blackwell project our “Communipedia” – rich and searchable like Wikipedia but with the authority of the scientific community in communication.

The Interplay of People and Organizations

To live up to this standard requires people and organizations. Let me start with the organizations: this encyclopedia is an ICA product. The International Communication Association, with its now almost 4,500 members from some 80 countries, constitutes the backbone of our scientific community. At its conferences and in its publications (many of the flagship journals in the field are ICA journals) it assembles the most up-to-date and relevant communication research worldwide. When we were working towards the completion of the twelve-volume IEC I started with the ICA divisions, used the expertise and the overview of the division heads to decide about the selection of headwords and of authors. Thus, the authority of ICA as our major scientific organization is transferred to and validates all our different encyclopedias – 2015 will see the start of our new series of about 15 multi-volume sub-disciplinary encyclopedias of communication – and, we hope, these publications will contribute to the authority of ICA.

As some people believe that we don’t need reference works any more (see above) there are also some who think the business of academic publishing has had its day. Having worked now for more than ten years closely with Blackwell (since 2007 part of Wiley Blackwell) I have a clear view on the central functions that publishing companies fulfill even in a digitalized world. Only the professionals at a commercial but academically committed company such as Wiley Blackwell have an expert view of the market and thus of what is needed in a particular field, supply and control the necessary procedures for bringing a publication from idea to print (online and offline), and have the know-how and the resources for marketing, especially when it comes to international markets. This business competence is, though, worthless without a commitment to research and to the processes and standards of good academic work. Academic publishing companies would never be accepted by research community without this commitment. And here, Wiley Blackwell is certainly a special and extremely successful case. Wiley Blackwell publishes 1,400 peer-reviewed journals (and of course thousands of books) in cooperation with no less than 700 academic and professional societies – a clear indication of trust and an acknowledgement of the publisher’s expertise and commitment.

If ICA and Wiley Blackwell are the organizational skeleton of this work, the authors and area editors are its flesh, its substance. An encyclopedia can only live up to the standards outlined above if the people who act as gatekeepers, judges of what is relevant to be covered, and who act as reporters on the state-of-the-art of a theory, concept, or problem have the best knowledge of this respective field and the highest academic standards. Indeed, many of those who have played the role of area editor have been presidents of ICA or
regional and national associations, division heads, ICA Fellows, or carried out other functions for which having a bird's-eye view of the field is essential. And those who have contributed as authors are the people whose name the reader will find wherever he or she researches the current literature on the subject; the key people in their area, the scholars who have done major research in their field and often the authors of milestone publications.

It is this interplay of these organizational and individual actors that in the end produces the academic authority of the ICA/Wiley Blackwell encyclopedias, in this case the Concise Encyclopedia of Communication. Of course, it also needs a researcher/manager at the helm who knits this all together so that in the end a student anywhere in the world can open the volume or log in to the website through his or her library and be sure of finding the best possible approximation to “truth”, i.e. an authoritative and up-to-date account of the evidence on the subject he or she is looking for.

The Difficult Field of Communication

Robert Craig starts the entry “Communication as a Field and Discipline” in this Encyclopedia with the sentence: “The modern field of communication is highly diverse in methods, theories, and objects of study.” Several intellectual traditions from the humanities and social sciences inform our field, and as a consequence, communication is anything but clearly defined – within countries and even more so between countries. What one encounters when starting as a student in a bachelor’s or master’s program in “communication”, or when investigating the research fields of a department with this name depends very much on the tradition and location of the department and on the people running it. Different objects, different epistemologies, different theories, and different methods – the field is still struggling with its identity and many from outside question that it ever had one in the first place. The fact that this problematic field has grown in the last half century like almost no other discipline is the best argument against its critics. Obviously, there is a strong demand for the evidence that it can supply.

We have sought to represent the diversity of the field in this encyclopedia. As there are, for some matters, contending camps challenging each other’s methods and/or evidence, not every colleague will be happy about the selection of headwords and authors or the way a subject is covered. But this reference work does not exist to make scholars happy: rather it aims to give students and other interested readers the best possible, neutral account of research. The fact that reference works and handbooks have become popular in the field of communication shows that it has, despite its problematic identity and existing disputes, reached a certain maturity, something that was not there a few decades ago.

How We Have Proceeded

This single-volume Concise Encyclopedia of Communication (CEC) builds on the twelve-volume International Encyclopedia of Communication (IEC), published in 2008. The original printed version of the IEC had 1,339 entries ranging from less than 1,000 to more than 6,000 words. Converting the IEC into the CEC meant primarily three tasks: (1) selecting headwords, (2) abridging the corresponding entries, and (3) updating their content.

As a first step the editor went back to the area editors of the IEC and asked them to name the 50 percent of headwords they deemed the most important in their area and which, therefore, they would like to see printed in a concise reference work. Most area editors made this decision. In cases where they did not respond the editor stepped in. In addition, some fine-tuning was necessary in order to avoid overlap and give sufficient coherence to the headword system. This resulted in 577 subjects covered by more than 500 authors, about 43 percent of the subjects covered in the IEC.

As the publisher imposed a word limit for the overall volume, the next step required assigning a maximum word count to each entry. We have used three length categories for the CEC entries: 400, 800, and 1,300 words, adding up to close to 400,000 words of text for the entries for the whole volume. Again, these decisions had to be made against criteria of relevance and coherence.
We contacted all authors of the entries that we kept for the CEC and asked them to abridge their original text to the assigned length and to update. As it could be anticipated that not every author would have the time or motivation to do so, the editor also offered to do this for him or her. This happened in one out of four cases. Thus, what the reader finds here is another product of a major part of the international scientific community in the field of communication.

Wolfgang Donsbach, Editor
The editor of an academic reference work certainly needs a profound overview, more a generalist than a specialist perspective on the field, and I can only hope that my talents sufficed for this. But, at least as much, the editor needs managerial skills, because such a work is anything but a one-man show. As I have indicated in the Introduction, this book is the joint product of the whole scientific community of communication – and in this definition I explicitly include people whose job is not to do research themselves but who have, in very different functions, contributed to the content.

My first thanks go to the more than 500 authors who have already contributed to the International Encyclopedia of Communication (IEC), the great majority of whom volunteered to abridge and update their entries for this concise edition (CEC). We all know that contributing to reference works is not the prime publishing task of academics today, but the majority of our authors already had such a high reputation that they could afford to let the next peer-reviewed journal article wait a while…

Almost all of the authors and the headwords of the entries they contributed were picked by the 30 area editors who already were the editorial backbone of the IEC. And I should not forget to thank the two Advisory Editors of the IEC, Jennings Bryant and Robert T. Craig, for their continuous stewardship in this whole project of ICA–Wiley Blackwell encyclopedias.

Over the ten years that we have cooperated, Elizabeth P. Swayze, Senior Editor for Communication and Media Studies at Wiley, and I have developed not only a fruitful and effective working relationship but a deep personal friendship, both built on trust, reliability, and mutual appreciation of our competencies. For this project, two other people at the Wiley office in Malden, Massachusetts, kept us on track and always gave excellent advice: Julia Kirk, Senior Project Editor for our field, and Tiffany Mok, in charge of all major reference works. On a side-note: when we started the IEC many years ago, Tiffany was an intern – she has built a remarkable career since then.

My closest ally at the Dresden office has been Anne Hennig, a graduate student in communication, who has probably been the only person who has always had a complete overview of where we were in the editorial process, of which authors were lagging behind, or where the editor himself had dropped the ball. Six weeks after we had sent all entries to the publisher, Anne gave birth to twins, another pressure on the whole project that forced us to keep to the timeline. Anja Obermüller, a junior lecturer at our department, as well as Isabelle Freiling, Johanna Haupt and Sonia Robak, research assistants, helped with proof-reading.

What we had to proof-read had gone through the hands of Felicity Marsh in the UK who organized copy-editing and Alec McAulay who did most of this job – in an amazingly fast and thorough manner. Thus, the CEC is not only
international’ in terms of its authors but also its whole production team.

Last but not least I would like to express my gratitude to a handful of people who did not directly contribute but made my contribution possible. My secretary Katrin Presberger competently organized my professional life in critical periods, and all the other colleagues at the Institute of Media and Communication at Technische Universität Dresden had to make up for contributions that, at times, I could not give. My closest friend and estimable colleague Thomas E. Patterson, professor at Harvard University’s Shorenstein Center has, as always, given a major intellectual input into everything I do, academically and in life in general.

Finally, I am deeply grateful to my wife Eva and our now teenage son Tom who both had, once again after the ‘IEC times’, to live with a diminished family life…

Wolfgang Donsbach
Dresden, October 2014
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